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Abstract : We give an outline of a formal ontology for
physical systems. It is based upon system dynamics
theory as practiced in engineering modelling, simula-
tion and design . We introduce multiple engineering
ontologies-system layout, physical processes under-
lying behaviour, descriptive mathematical relations -
that express different conceptual viewpoints upon a
physical system . These three views combine the QR
device, process and constraint approaches . It is dis-
cussed how these viewpoints can be formally speci-
fied in terms of separate generic ontologies, which are
relatively loosely coupled through ontology mapping
rules. These ontologies provide a formal conceptual
foundation for the structure of the OLMECO library
of reusable models for engineering design in mecha-
tronics currently under development .

1 Introduction
In this paper we discuss a formal ontology for phys-
ical systems. The background of our work is the
construction of model libraries for engineering design .
Here, a diversity of physical systems are being investi-
gated, including heating systems, automotive compo-
nents and machine tools [6, 20]. The present work is
based upon experiences deriving from these applica-
tions. This paper shows how AI research into ontolo-
gies can be practically relevant to systems engineering
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science .
The notion of ontology has quite different meanings

in various fields . In philosophy it stands for the gen-
eral theory `on what there is', and it dates back to
Aristotle and medieval Scholastic philosophy [4] . AI
introduces quite an important twist to this notion .
Gruber [10] defines ontology as a (formal) 'specifica-
tion of a conceptualization' . Thus, in computer sci-
ence the focus is not on theoretical claims about what
exists in the world, but on how the world is being con-
ceptualized by various agents . Conceptual specifica-
tions that are found to be common across many agents
provide a foundation for the sharability and reusabil-
ity of their knowledge . It is interesting to mention
here the position of the philosopher Quine. He sees
ontological questions as being on a par with questions
of natural science [14] . This `naturalized epistemol-
ogy' is summarized in the slogans `what exists is what
can be quantified over' and `to be is to be the value of
a variable' . What exists is what is presupposed in our
scientific theories about the world; and an ontological
commitment then is the collection of things that must
be assumed to exist in order for a theory to be true .
Such a philosophical view is quite compatible with the
AI formal specification view, including the approach
in this work .
In physics and engineering the notion of ontology as

such is not (yet) being used . There are however ac-
tivities that could well be classified under the banner
of ontology. For example, the conceptual interpre-
tation problems associated with quantum mechanics
[12, 2] have a clear ontological flavour . In engineering
science the rather more practical problem is how to
give automated support to expensive and knowledge-
intensive tasks such as engineering modelling and de-



sign . Here, the issue is to provide specifications for
information systems and engineering databases that
are both formally and computationally sound and ad-
equately reflect the conceptual foundations of physics
and engineering systems theory . Our work relates to
these issues .
Work on engineering ontologies will be fruitful for

various reasons:

" It helps to formally define how design engineers
and other end users of Computer Aided Engineer-
ing systems look at their world domain . This can
be employed to enhance CAE user support for
tasks such as engineering modelling [18] .

" It provides afoundation for the conceptual schema
for data structuring in engineering databases, li-
braries and other CAE information systems (e.g .,

One idea that is currently popular both in com-
puter science and engineering disciplines is to sup-
ply libraries of reusable models and model fragments
[7]. This paper shows that there are generic ontologies
with respect to physical systems that can be employed
to increase the structuredness and reusability of li-
braries and to constrain the modelling decisions [18] .
The ontological organization of our model libraries is
depicted in Figure 1. Three ontological viewpoints
on physical systems are distinguished: system compo-
nents, physical processes and mathematical relations.
Of course, this is not new in itself, as it resembles the
device, process and constraint approaches in QR, and
these viewpoints are expressible in, for example, the
Compositional Modelling Language [7]. What is dif-
ferent, however, in the present work is that the under-
lying ontological commitments can be formalized in
a generic, domain-independent way, and that differ-
ent ontological viewpoints can be kept well-separated,
thus enhancing reusability. Each ontological level has
its own relatively independent conceptualization and
representation, and a complete physical model com-
prises all of these three levels, thus supporting the de-
vice, process and constraint approaches . This frame-
work is used in practice as a basis for organizing the
library under development in the European Esprit-
III P6521 OLMECO project, which is concerned with
reusable and sharable models for mechatronic compo-
nent design.
In this paper we give a formal specification of the

ontologies underlying such a library. As we will see,
these ontologies derive from standard physics and en-
gineering, especially systems theory and formal clas-
sical physics as incorporated into the so-called bond
graph method [13] . In Sec. 2 we discuss the ontology
for systems and system components covering topologi-
cal (in space) and mereological (part-of) relationships .
In Sec. 3 we present an ontology for dynamic physical

model library.

alternative
decompositions

alternative
processes

alternative
relations/data

Figure 1 : Ontological organization of engineering

processes based on generic physical mechanisms and
principles such as continuity and conservation of vari-
ous kinds of physical `stuff' . For the mathematical de-
scription level, it is shown how the EngMath ontology
[11] can be reused, and connected to our PhysSys on-
tology through ontology mapping rules (Sec. 4) . This
paper is a shortened and revised version of (3], where
also an Ontolingua [9] implementation of our physi-
cal systems ontology was given. The current PhysSys
implementation is available from Pim Borst.

2 Component Ontology
One particular viewpoint on a physical system is that
it is a system in the sense of general systems theory .
That is, it constitutes an entity that (i) can be seen
as separate from the rest of the world -so it has a
boundary and an outer world, the environment- and
that (ii) has internal structure in terms of constitutive
elements and subsystems maintaining certain mutual
relationships .
For physical systems this implies that we focus on

the structural aspects, and abstract from what kind of
dynamic processes occur in the system and from how
it is described in terms of mathematical constraint
equations. Within such a purely structural view, we
can express the following knowledge about the system :

" Mereological relationships : a system has a certain
part-of decomposition into subsystems, which on
their turn can be decomposed into more primitive
components .

" Topological relationships: the various constituents
of a system (subsystems, components) are linked
to one another through certain connections. For a
physical system, this provides information on the
spatial topology of the system, but the connec-
tions additionally indicate the paths for physical
interactions between the constituents .

An example of a structural-topological diagram for a
physical system, i.c . an air pump, is shown in Figure 2.
This structural view on physical systems is based

upon what we call a component ontology . Our compo-
nent ontology has a hierarchical structure. In a sepa-



Figure 2 : The component view on a physical system,
showing a two-level part-of decomposition and the
system topology for an air pump . Sub-components
are drawn inside the area defined by their super-
component .

rate ontology of mereology a part-of relation is defined
that formally specifies the intuitive engineering notion
of system or device decomposition . This mereological
ontology is then imported into a second separate on-
tology which introduces topological connections which
can connect mereological individuals. This topolog-
ical ontology provides a formal specification of what
the intuitive notion of a system layout actually means
and what its properties are .
The component ontology is the highest level of the

hierarchy. The basic concepts within this ontology
are the following . To start with, we have the concept
(or class) of systems. The part-of relation is used to
define a part-of decomposition which leads to subsys-
tems and more elementary components . Each compo-
nent has an interface to the outer world called termi-
nals. The topology of a system arises by introducing
connections which link different components via their
terminals . Such a connection is simply a topological
connection. Especially for physical systems it is pos-
sible to associate the terminals with specific terminal
types . They define what type of interaction (e.g. elec-
trical, thermal, etc .) is possible along the path indi-
cated by the component connections . By considering
a system as being laid out in terms of the constituting
sets of components and connections, we can further
easily define derived notions such as system bound-
ary, environment and open/closed systems. Thus, the
component ontology gives a formalization of the ele-
mentary notions well-known (but usually informally)
from standard engineering systems theory.

Mereology.

	

Ourmereological ontology is simply an
Ontolingua implementation of the Classical Exten-
sional Mereology as described in [15] . We there-

fore only give a brief explanation of this ontology
and refer to [15] for the details and more philosoph-
ical aspects . Two relations define part-of decomposi-
tions . The relation equal(x, y) must hold for individ-
uals which are to be considered mereologically equal .
It is left open whether it only holds for equal(x, x)
or also for equal(x, y) when x and y have the same
parts . An individual x is a mereological individual
when equal(x, x) holds . When a mereological individ-
ual x is a part of mereological individual y, the relation
proper-part-of (x, y) holds . With these relations it is
possible to write down a variety of axioms specifying
desirable properties any system decomposition should
have . One example is :

instance-of(x, C) -+

	

(1)
3x : b'y : overlap (y, x)

H 3z : instance-of (z, C) n overlap(y, z)

This axiom is the so-called general sum principle
which implies that for every class of mereological in-
dividuals there exists an individual which something
overlaps iff it overlaps an individual of that class . Al-
though this is a strong axiom it is not a problem in
our application because the component ontology de-
fines the system, which is the general sum of all mere-
ological individuals which are components .

Topology.

	

In the topological ontology a relation is
defined which can be used to express the fact that
mereological individuals are connected . We want to
use this relation to define connections in the compo-
nent view of a physical system, where being connected
means being able to exchange energy . Because we have
this application in mind, the topology must be capable
of stating three things :

" Express that two individuals are connected .

" Multiple connections between components must
be possible.

" It must be possible to say that a connection is of
a certain kind.

A well known way of expressing topological informa-
tion is described by B. L . Clarke [5] . He introduces a
relation Cx, y to express that individuals x and y are
connected . Unfortunately, his theory cannot be used
here because it violates the last two requirements .
These requirements can only be met when connections
are introduced as entities which connect individuals .
This has led to the relation connects(c, x, y) which
means that x and y are connected by c .
Five axioms are introduced to accomplish that only

sound connections can be made. The associativity
of the connects relation in the individuals is accom-
plished by the first axiom (2) . Axiom (3) states that
individuals may not be connected to their parts . This
includes the case of an individual being connected to
itself. The next axiom (4) covers what can be called



the transitivity of the connection relation . It says that
in a situation when a connection must cross a bound-
ary of an individual, it must also connect this individ-
ual. The last two axioms state that connections have
a locality property. Axiom (5) prohibits connections
to fork (i .e . a connection is a line) and axiom (6)
ensures that a connection is not used to connect pairs
of individuals which are spatially separated (i .e . that
a connection is one line) .

connects (c, x, a) n connects (c, y, b)
-> part-of (x, y) V part-of(y, x)
V part-of(x, b) Vpart-of(b, x)

Systems theory. The component ontology now
results from importing the above mereological and
topological ontologies, and defining on top of them
the standard system-theoretic notions such as sys-
tem, subsystem, system boundary, environment,
open/closedness etcetera. Lack of space prevents a
further discussion here, but can be found in [3] . What
we have achieved now is a precise formal specification
of standard and widely shared engineering intuitions .
It is further interesting to note that here it appears
possible to take advantage of logico-philosophicalwork
on mereology and topology carried out in a quite dif-
ferent context (satisfying one of the natural require-
ments for real knowledge sharing and reuse) . Finally,
it is noted that in this system-theoretic ontology a
lot of useful things already can be said about a de-
vice, without making any commitments with respect
to other physical system aspects such as dynamic be-
haviour . Thus, it is indeed possible to keep ontologi-
cal commitments relatively independent and separate .
This reduces the granularity of ontology specifications
which is in our opinion important for enhancing shara-
bility and reusability.

3

	

Physical Mechanism Ontology
In addition to the previously discussed structural
view, we are also interested in a behavioural view on
physical systems . This is a change of perspective
which brings along a new vocabulary with concepts
such as dynamics, process, mechanism or physical law .
This is specified in what we call a process or mecha-
nism ontology.
In the general case it is quite difficult to formalize

what the notion of a dynamic process precisely entails .
Fortunately, for a certain part of physics this has been

done to a level where one can define really primitive
process concepts . The approach we take here is known
in engineering as system dynamics theory, and we es-
pecially take advantage of its bond graph method [13] .
An example of a physical process specification of a
small mass-spring system is given in Figure 3 (right
half) .

P7 b4 PS

SGY C 2

Figure 3 : Mass-spring system (left) and its bond graph
process description (right) .

In the bond graph approach, each node of the graph
represents a single physical mechanism . Conceptually
a mechanism stands for an elementary physical princi-
ple or law (such as conservation of momentum, New-
ton's law of inertia, the Kirchhoff voltage and current
laws etc .) and mathematically it is associated with a
constraint equation (differential or algebraic) on the
physical variables involved . The edges denote concep-
tually energy/power exchange links between the mech-
anisms and mathematically they indicate the variables
or signals that are shared between equations . The to-
tality of this represents the dynamic behaviour of the
system . In practice, the method is used as a graphical
front end to computer algebra and numerical simula-
tion systems . An interesting feature of the approach
is that it exploits in detail the analogies that exist be-
tween different physical domains . For example, the
principle of conservation of momentum in mechanics
is completely analogous to charge conservation in the
electrical domain. Many more of these analogies ex-
ist . This approach is valid for standard classical, de-
terministic physics, covering such diverse fields as me-
chanics, electricity and magnetism, hydraulics, acous-
tics, and thermodynamics .
Of course, this physics is well known to any physicist

and engineer . However, the conceptual foundations
are taught in an informal manner until it comes to the
point of writing down mathematical equations . But it
is possible also to build up the conceptual physical
aspects themselves in a formal way. This is what we
will do below. We note that the formalization itself
is novel but that, again, it simply reflects standard
physics and engineering knowledge .
To describe the process ontology we use a tech-

nique for representing conceptual schemata, which de-
rive from Chen's entity-relationship (ER) diagrams .

connects (c, x, y) --+ connects (c, y, x) (2) C i
connects (c, x, y)

(3)
P4

b2
~-r -part-of (x, y) n part-of(y, x) P3 b3
PS

pe

connects (c, x, y) n part-of(x, z)
(4) Pz

-+ connects(c, z, y) b1

connects(c, x, y) A connects(c, x, z)
m

Se-.> 3a : part-of (a, y) n part-of(a, z) (5)
A connects (c, x, z) F



Figure 4: Notational conventions used for conceptual
schema specifications .

The notational conventions used in this paper are
presented in Figure 4. Rectangular boxes represent
classes in the ontology. Solid lines represent relations
between instances of the classes they connect. Num-
bers or balls are used to indicate the cardinality of the
relation . The special is-a, or kind-of relation has a
triangle symbol on the class-side of the relation . Im-
portant constraints between relations or entities are
represented by dotted arrows .

Physical Domains.

	

Figure 5 shows the conceptual
scheme of the ontology of physical behaviour. First,
the different categories of physical stuff are intro-
duced. These are abstract physical entities that can be
extensively defined (e.g . location, volume, charge, or-
der) . The amount of stuff of acertain type at a certain
time is called a physical quantity. The practical useful-
ness of this is that a (temporal) conservation principle
holds for each of these quantities in an isolated system .
Dynamic exchanges of stuff between subsystems and
in time can then be formulated in terms of the low of
this stuff; for this a (spatial) continuity principle gen-
erally holds. Bringing about such changes necessitates
some action . Each stuff is therefore associated with a
specific kind of action, the amount of which is called
effort, which depends on the amount of stuff, or quan-
tity, that is being handled. For example, `pressure' is
the type of action or effort that deals with the stuff
type `volume' ; the amount of pressure is a function of
the amount of volume . The combination of a type of
stuff together with its matching type of action forms
what is called a physical domain. In the ontology the
relations phys-dom.stufand phys-dom.action re-
late types of stuff and action to instances of the class
physical-domain . Table 1 gives an overview of the
physical domains defined in the ontology with the as-
sociated types of stuff and action.
Next, the notions of energy and power are intro-

duced. Energy is a function of the quantities of all
stuff types; its time derivative is called power and is
defined as the product of effort and flow . The impor-
tance of the energy concept lies in the property that
it couples the various domains and action types. It

Table 1: Physical domains with stuff and action types.

represents an overall action potential for which a sep-
arate conservation and continuity principle holds: the
only one valid across all stuff and action types.
Having all this available we can introduce the set of

physical mechanisms axiomatically.

Physical Mechanisms . A physical mechanism is
a specification of a generic physical principle or law.
For example, we have for each stuff type a storage
mechanism that represents the accumulation of this
stuff. The C-node within a bind graph is a generic
notation for this, for which an instantiation exists in
each domain (for example, Hooke's law in the me-
chanical potential energy domain, the workings of a
capacitor in the electrical domain, and a fluid con-
tainer in the hydraulic domain). In the conceptual
scheme of the physical process ontology all such mech-
anisms defined are in the lower part ofthe figure on the
right. The boxes contain beside the conceptual names
the bond graph notation for these mechanisms . The
physical mechanisms thus distinguished cover elemen-
tary source, storage, dissipation, conversion and dis-
tribution physical processes (see also [17]). Taking the
Cartesian product with the physical domains or stuff
types yields those concepts that are generally known
as the standard laws of classical physics. Exchange of
energy between physical processes is defined by con-
nections of multiports, which are on the top of the tax-
onomy of physical processes. The ports of these mul-
tiports are connected through energy bonds and con-
stitute the places through which physical stuff as well
as energy can flow . Each port has the type of energy
flow assigned to it through the relation port.phys-dom .
The constraint procconsl stands for the necessary con-
straints to form a proper network of energy flows be-
tween the multiports .

Domain Coupling Laws.

	

There is one additional
group of physical laws that deserves special mention:
domain coupling laws . Many physical domains have
a so-called dual domain, which means that the effort
related to one domain can be considered as the flow

physical-domain stuff action
transl-potential displacement force
transl-kinetic lin-momentum velocity
ang-potential angle torque
ang-kinetic ang-momentum ang-velocity
vol-potential volume pressure
vol-kinetic momentumflux volumeflow

electric charge voltage
magnetic mageticflux current
thermal entropy temperature

II Symbol Explanation Symbol Explanation
i

Pt~71 class,
entity type

relation
relation, association
cardinality exactly one

2
cardinality exactly two

II
o-2

cardinality 0, 1 or 2
t-

cardinality one or more
is-a/Idnd-of -o cardinality zero or oneof relation

cardinality zero or more
subrlnee constraint constrainted byy

constraint
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Figure 5 : Conceptual scheme of the physical process ontology.



of the dual domain, and vice versa. Thus, certain ac-
tion types can themselves be considered as types of
stuff. Realizing the identity of two different concepts
from different physical domains led to historically im-
portant discoveries . Faraday's law of induction is one
specimen of this : it says that a change in magnetic
flux (flow in the magnetic domain) corresponds to an
electrical voltage (effort in the electrical domain) . An-
other famous example is Newton's F = ma law.
In figure 5 the class of domain coupling laws can be

found. Each instance of this class, i.e . each lawhas the
two domains it couples associated to it by the relation
dom-coup-law.phys-dom . Table 2 shows the defined
coupling laws with the coupled physical domains.

Table 2: Domain coupling laws.

The application of a domain coupling law in a phys-
ical process specification is represented by a domain,

coupler mechanism. This is a two-port mechanism
which passes the energy it receives from one port to
the second, only changing the physical domain . The
requirement that the domains of the ports of a do-
main coupler are coupled by a domain coupling law is
represented by the proccons2 constraint in Figure 5.

An Example. In Figure 3, a drawing of a mass-
spring system was given on the left side and a bond
graph process specification on the right. In this para-
graph we will give a short explanation of the process
description and show that the classes and relations in
the physical process ontology are sufficient to describe
the physical processes in the system .
The energy supplied by the force of gravity on the

mass m accounts for the effort (force) source Se in
the process description . The energy it supplies is dis-
tributed over the spring and the mass by the effort
distributor 1 . The spring is represented by C1, a store
of displacement . The mass is also modelled as a store
because it stores energy in the form of linear momen-
tum. This is why the domain coupler SGY is used .
It changes the domain of the energy from translation
potential to translation kinetic, according Newton's
F = ma law.
In Figure 3, the ports and bonds are labeled to pro-

vide an easy link to the specification of the physical
processes in terms of the ontology. This specification
can be found below. First, the physical mechanisms
are defined and after that the energy flows between

them .

Se : instance-of (Se, effort-source)
mp.port(Se,p, )
port.phys-dom(p,, translpotential)

1 : instance-of (1, effort-distributor)
MP.port(1, P2)
port.phys-dom(p2, translpotential)
mp.port (1, ps )
port.phys-dom(ps, trans lpotential)
mp.port (1, Ps )

C, : instance-of (C,, store)
MP-Port(C144)

port.phys-dom(pq, translpotential)

SGY : instance-of(SGY, domain-coupler)
mp .port(SGY, pe )
port.phys-dom(ps, translpotential)
MP.port(SGY, p7)
port.phys-dom(p7, transl-kinetic)

Cs : instance-of (c2, store)
mp.port (C2 ,Pe )
port.phys-dom(ps, transl-kinetic)

bi : instance-of (bl, bond)
bond .from-port (b, , p, )
bond .to-port (b, , P2)

bs : instance-of (b2, bond)
bond .fromport(b2, ps)
bond .to-port(b2, P4 )

b3 : instance-of (bs, bond)
bond .fromport (b3, P5)
bond .to-port(bs , p6)

b4 : instance-of (b4 , bond)
bond.from-port (b4 , p7)
bond .toport (b4 , P8)

Summarizing. Summarizing, we have three main
categories of knowledge within the process ontology :

" The physical things that vary in time : quantities
of stuff, flow of stuff, amount of action (i.e . effort),
energy, power.

" The ways through which this happens: physical
processes, which can be laid out in terms of a finite
set of primitive mechanisms (with corresponding
mathematical laws).

" The substrate (space) on which all this takes place.

The last item actually links the component and pro-
cess ontology. Subsystems and components abstract
regions of space that are seen as carriers of physi-
cal processes. In switching to the process ontology,
subsystems/components are generally called multiport

coupling-law domain, domain2
newton-trans translpotential transl-kinetic
newton-ang angpotential ang-kinetic
newton-vol vol-potential vol-kinetic
faraday electric magnetic



elements and, in the behavioural view, become rep-
resented as assemblies of ideal-physical mechanisms .
The ports of these elements are connected through en-
ergy bonds and constitute the places through which
physical stuff as well as energy can flow .

4 Mathematical Ontology and Ontol-
ogy Mappings

The mathematical ontology defines the mathematics
required to describe physical processes. It is an on-
tology that can be used without the process ontology
because the links to it are not integrated in the math-
ematical definitions, but are implemented by separate
relations called ontology mapping relations.
The basis for the mathematical ontology is formed

by the EngMath ontology [11], an ontology of the
foundations of mathematical modelling in engineering.
It introduces the concepts of physical quantities and
mathematical relations between physical quantities .
A physical quantity is a measure of some quantifiable
aspect of the modelled world. The difference between
a physical quantity and a number is that a physical
quantity has a dimension indicating what kind of real
world aspect is measured, for instance length, mass,
time, electrical current etc. The EngMath ontology
defines mathematical relations to specify dependen-
cies between physical quantities .
Because the EngMath ontology is designed to be

very generic, it imposes little structure on the physi-
cal quantities and mathematical relations defined. In
our case however, because of this lack of structure, di-
rect mapping of physical processes to concepts in the
EngMath ontology would require a great number of
complex mapping relations. Therefore we decided to
do the mapping in two steps. First, PhysSys's math-
ematical relation ontology defines a number of classes
of special mathematical relations in terms of the Eng-
Math ontology. The ontology mapping relations then
map physical processes to mathematical relations in
these classes.
Figure 6 gives the conceptual scheme of PhysSys's

mathematical ontology. In this scheme, light grey
boxes are physical quantities from the EngMath ontol-
ogy. The usual notation for these quantities in engi-
neering is displayed inside these boxes underneath the
class name . The white boxes are the classes of math-
ematical relations defined in PhysSys. What class of
EngMath relations they define is printed underneath
the class names.
An energy flow in a process description, represented

by a bond, is mapped to a pair of physical quantities
which values are the effort and flow of the energy flow .
To make it easier to refer to such a pair of quantities,
the concept effort-flow-pair was introduced . Thephys-
ical dimension of the quantities can be derived from
the physical domain of the energy flow they describe .
This is shown in Table 3. Each PhysSys mathemati-

cal relation is a mathematical description of a phys-
ical mechanism which relates the efforts and flows of
one or several effort-flow-pairs to each other. Because
the effort and flow of an effort-flow-pair must be well
defined, mathconsi establishes that exactly two math-
ematical relations use an effort flow pair .

Table 3: Mapping of physical domains to physical di-
mensions of effort and flow .

To clarify the mapping relations, we will give an ex-
ample of the way a physical process is mapped to a
mathematical relation in the next paragraph.

Figure 7: Mapping of a physical process to a mathe-
matical relation .

An Example.

	

Figure 7 shows the mapping of the
effort source representing the gravitational force on
the mass in Figure 3 to a mathematical relation . In
the figure, rounded boxes are instances of classes in
the mathematical ontology. The name of the instance

physical-domain physical-dimension of effort
physical-dimension of flow

transl-potential force
length time-'

transl-kinetic length time-'
force

angpotential force length
time-'

ang-kinetic time-'
force length

vol-potential force lengths

lengths time- '
vol-kinetic lengths time- '

force length-2

electric energy electrical-current - '
electrical-current

magnetic electrical-current
energy electrical-current - '

thermal temperature
energy temperature-' time- '
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maMcons2

tf-rel .tf-modulus

quant-rel.init-quantity

Figure 6: Conceptual scheme of the mathematical relation ontology.
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is printed inside the box in bold face and below it the
name of the class to which it belongs.
At the top of the figure, the physical process descrip-

tion of the gravitational force is shown. The ontology
mapping relations multiport.math-rel and bond .ef-pair
associate the multiport Se and the bond b1 to the
mathematical relation Se-rel and the effort-flow-pair
efp1 .
Related to the effort source relation is an EngMath

time dependent physical quantity that defines the
amount of action the effort source supplies . The effort-
flow-pair must off course be the same one the bond
b1 is mapped to (mapconsl) . The effort and flow of
this pair are time dependent physical quantities . The
mapping relation between the physical domain and
the dimension of these quantities is not shown in the
figure . The existence of an effort source relation im-
plies that there must be an EngMath mathematical
relation stating that the effort of the effort-flow-pair
is equal to the effort function (mapcons2) . In the on-
tology, this is implemented as follows:

instance-of (Se-rel, effort-source-relation)
n src-rel.ef-pair(Se-rel,efp1)
A of-pair . effort(efp1 , el (t))

	

(7)
n src-rel.efunction(Se-rel, efn(t))

-a el(t) = efn(t)

Summarizing. PhysSys's mathematical relation
ontology defines the part of mathematics required to
describe physical behaviour of a system mathemati-
cally. The strict separation of mathematics and phys-
ical processes improves reusability of the ontology. A
simulation tool for instance, has to translate a set of
mathematical equations to a sequence of assignment
statements in order to run a simulation, but does not
need to know what physical processes are simulated.
Because the mathematical relation ontology is free
of references to the physical process ontology, it can
be used for an ontology for simulation tools without
changes. Only mapping relations to the assignment
statements has to be added.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, a formalization of a part of systems
theory, physical processes and the mathematics to de-
scribe physical behaviour was given. Important as-
pects of the ontology are its genericity and the reuse
of other ontologies . Two properties have made this
possible :

The hierarchical structure.

o The separation of different views on one domain .

In the next paragraphs some examples of its genericity
are given.

Partial Information.

	

In the modelling tool QuBA
[16, 18], the ontologies of the three views were used
to build a system that supports evolutionary mod-
elling . In evolutionary modelling, after an initial de-
scription of the component view on a model has been
made, the model is further developed by incremental
specification of decompositions of components, physi-
cal processes and mathematical relations. Besides the
incremental aspects, the different perspectives also lo-
calize the effects of changes in the model. Parame-
ter changes for instance, only affect the mathemati-
cal view and when a physical process is added, this
only leads to changes in the process- and mathemat-
ical views. The QuBA system furthermore offers the
user facilities to check the consistency of the model,
to assign causality manually or automatically, and to
detect causal conflicts, derivative causalities and alge-
braic loops. All these inferences are supported by the
ontologies, or an extension of it which exists but has
not been implemented in Ontolingua yet.
In the OLMECO project [19, 1], a database for

reusable model fragments has been developed. The
three views presented here served as a basis for the
conceptual schemata of this database . Because the
views are independent, the library is capable of stor-
ing models which only have one or two perspectives
on a system . Models used by simulation tools, for in-
stance, only have mathematical data. Also, a model
fragment consisting of more than one view canbe used
partially by exporting only one or two views.

Reuse. In this paper we saw that there are two
types of inclusion of ontologies : hierarchical inclusion
and mapped inclusion of ontologies . With hierarchi-
cal inclusion, an included ontology is part of the do-
main formalized by the ontology one step higher in
the hierarchy. Examples are mereology which is in-
cluded in the topologogical ontology, topology which
is included in the component view and the EngMath
ontology which is included in the ontology of mathe-
matical relations. Ontologies high in the hierarchy are
the least domain dependent and are the most likeable
to be reused.
In the component ontology, the hierarchy is

mereology-topology-components. The mereological
ontology is the most generic. It can not only be used
for components, but for any individual that can be
decomposed into parts. Examples are listed in Ta-
ble 4 (above). The topological ontology is a bit less
generic. It deals with individuals which can be con-
nected in some way. Table 4 (below) lists some part-
whole relations with possible connectivity relations.
The least generic ontology is the component ontology :
the connections between components are typed and
components cannot share subcomponents.
The second form of inclusion combines different per-

spectives on the same domains. The concepts in the



Table 4 : Examples of part-whole relations (above)
and connections (below) .

different views are related to each other by mapping
relations . Because the ontologies can be used individ-
ually, they can be included in other ontologies easily.
Only the mapping relations will be different . An ex-
ample of this is an ontology for simulation tools . Such
an ontology can import the mathematical ontology de-
scribed here, and map it to other concepts it needs .
In Ontolingua, only hierarchical dependency be-

tween ontologies can be made explicit . Because we
think that mapped inclusion is a useful way of struc-
turing ontologies, we would like to be able to specify
this kind of inclusion in Ontolingua explicitly.
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